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A B S T R A C T

Introduction. Existing definitions of women’s sexual disorders are based mainly on genitally focused events in a linear sequence model (desire, arousal and orgasm).

Aim. To revise definitions based on an alternative model reflecting women’s reasons/incentives for sexual activity beyond any initial awareness of sexual desire.


Main Outcome Measure. Expert opinions/recommendations are based on a process that involved review of evidence-based medical literature, extensive internal committee discussion, informal testing and re-testing of drafted definitions in various clinical settings, public presentation and deliberation.

Results. Women have many reasons/incentives for sexual activity. Desire may be experienced once sexual stimuli have triggered arousal. Arousal and desire co-occur and reinforce each other. Women’s subjective arousal may be minimally influenced by genital congestion. An absence of desire any time during the sexual experience designates disorder. Arousal disorder subtypes are proposed that separate an absence of subjective arousal from all types of sexual stimulation, from an absence of subjective arousal when the only stimulus is genital. A new arousal disorder has provisionally been suggested, namely that of persistent genital arousal. Orgasm disorder is limited to absence of orgasm despite high subjective arousal. Dyspareunia includes partial painful vaginal entry attempts as well as pain with intercourse. Variable reflex muscle tightening around the vagina and an absence of abnormal physical findings are noted in the definition of vaginismus. Women’s sexuality is highly contextual and descriptors are recommended re past psychosexual development, current context, as well as medical status. Diagnosing sexual disorders need not imply intrinsic dysfunction of the woman’s own sex response system.

Conclusions. The International Definitions Committee has recommended a number of fundamental changes to the existing definitions of women’s sexual disorders.
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Introduction

This manuscript summarizes the findings of an International Committee organized by the American Foundation of Urological Disease to further revise definitions of women’s sexual dysfunction. The Definitions Committee met four times and repeatedly communicated electronically through a 2-year period. Informal piloting of drafted definitions in office and hospital-based practices allowed further revisions and presentation of the findings at the 2nd International Consultation on Sexual Medicine: Men and Women’s Sexual Dysfunction, in Paris July 2003. The definitions have been published [1] with the sincere request of the Committee members that clinicians will appraise the usefulness of the revised definitions for diagnosing and managing women’s sexual dysfunction and move on to formal assessment of their validity and reliability. A brief summary of the evidence underlying the need to change the conceptualization of women’s sexual response and, therefore, the definitions of abnormal response is given prior to the revised definitions. The diagnostic algorithm presented in Paris is also reproduced here [2].

Summary of Rationale for Advocating Revision and Expansion of Existing Definitions of Women’s Sexual Dysfunction

Current diagnostic categories of women’s sexual dysfunction are based on a conceptualization of men and women’s sexual response depicted by Masters, Johnson and Kaplan. Their work was a great advance at the time and facilitated epidemiological and clinical research. However, unfortunately, the concept of one linear sequence of mainly genitally focused events has not proven helpful in assessing and managing women’s sexual difficulties and sexual dysfunctions. Table 1 lists facets of women’s sexual function and dysfunction, which are at variance with traditional views of women’s sexual response, along with the levels of evidence of the various studies.

More recent conceptualization of both men and women’s sexuality is that the sexual responding of mind and body may not follow just one set pattern [3]. Particularly for women, awareness of sexual desire is not necessarily present at the outset of a wanted sexual experience. Other motivations are well documented [4,5,6,7,8,9]. Moreover, orgasms may be multiple or not occur at all despite sexual satisfaction. The following typical depiction of a woman’s experience clearly does not fit into the desire, arousal (with a focus on lubrication), plateau, orgasm, resolution sequence of Kaplan, Masters and Johnson: a woman reports that when her sexual experience began, her main incentive was to please her partner and increase their ongoing emotional closeness. Kissing, hair stroking and gentle breast caressing, followed by oral genital stimulation, led to her subjective sexual excitement and orgasm. She experienced desire for the sexual stimulation per se, close to her orgasm. Her desire continued such that she moved on to pleasure her partner and experienced definite desire to engage in intercourse because of sexual internal pelvic sensations. At that particular moment, the sexual feelings were more predominant in her mind than her original goal/incentive of pleasing her partner and being emotionally close. Thus the “order” was sexual neutrality (but motivated for reasons of increasing emotional closeness), subjective arousal from nongenital and genital stimulation, desire, orgasm, ongoing sexual desire, more intense subjective arousal with associated physical sensations within her pelvis such that she desired the act of intercourse. A need for further orgasm was not experienced on this occasion. The stimulation afforded by intercourse led to her sexual satisfaction. Her original goal of increasing emotional intimacy was also achieved—both partners felt closer, more in tune and more tolerant of each other.

Reasons over and beyond awareness of sexual desire that motivate women to agree to or to initiate sex with their partner are currently being studied in an ongoing longitudinal study of women of different ethnic backgrounds in North America. Reasons include “to express love, for pleasure because the partner wanted, to release tension” [10]. Also included are potential reasons for not being active, including “no partner, no interest, too tired, partner has no interest, partner is too tired, own physical problem, partner’s physical problem” [10].

The literature is also clear that sexually healthy women, particularly those in established relationships are frequently unaware of spontaneous sexual thoughts [11,12]. Also, many women fantasize very infrequently and those who do, interestingly, often use fantasy as a deliberate means of focusing on their sexual feelings or avoiding being distracted during sex [13]. Thus fantasies may not be an indication of innate sexual desire.

The DSM-IV TR definition of hypoactive sexual desire disorder with its focus on sexual desire at the outset of an experience and in between...
Adapted with permission from Basson et al. [2].
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experiences and on sexual thoughts and fantasies is therefore problematic [14]. Spontaneous sexual thinking and fantasizing has a broad spectrum across sexually content women. It is the inability to access any desire during the experience that appears to be the critical factor. Moreover, in any definition of desire disorder in women, account must be taken of normative changes across the lifecycle and with relationship duration [9].

Figure 1 shows a woman’s sexual response may begin for one of a number of reasons (incentives). At that stage, there may be no awareness of sexual desire. A willingness to be receptive to sexual stimuli in appropriate context allows her potential sexual arousal—both subjective excitement and physical responding. Many psychological and biological factors influence this information processing in her mind and determine her arousability. Once arousal is experienced, if it continues sufficiently long and is enjoyed, sexual desire may be accessed [3]. This has been termed a responsive form of desire [15]. A psychologically and physically rewarding outcome need not necessarily involve orgasmic release(s). The wanting or motivation to be sexually active again is increased if the outcome is positive and decreased if it is either emotionally or physically dissatisfying [3].

Sexual desire that appears to be “innate” or “spontaneous,” as reflected by sexual thinking/fantasizing/a wanting of sexual sensations per se, may or may not augment or override the cycle based on other motivations. See Figure 2. Women typically are far more aware of this type of desire early on in relationships. For some, it continues decades with the same partner, for the majority, it is infrequent [4,5,6,7,8,9]. Whether this apparent “innate” or “spontaneous” desire is truly so—is not able to be established [2].

Current definitions of arousal disorder focus on genital events [14,16]. This is at variance with the evidence regarding the importance of women's subjective arousal, which may correlate rather poorly with genital congestion (see Table 1). In women complaining of arousal disorders, the lack of correlation between the subjective experience and measured increase in congestion is even more marked given their recordings of vaginal congestion in response to a visual erotic stimulus match those of sexually healthy women [17,18,19]. Only the latter find the erotic video subjectively arousing. This evidence comes from work with the vaginal photoplethysmograph, which measures the increase in vasocongestion around the vagina whilst the woman watches an erotic video and assesses her subjective sexual excitement in an ongoing manner. It is clear that many women do not assess their experience of arousal to any large extent from genital sensations—this appears to be especially so at low and moderate levels of arousal. Genital feedback becomes more important for women at high levels of arousal [18]. Emotions and thoughts appear to modulate the experience of arousal in an ongoing manner to a greater degree than genital feedback (see Figure 3).

Sexual arousal is complex and subtypes of arousal disorder are likely. A major difficulty is
women’s relative disconnection from the genital events such that the reality is frequently lack of perceived genital congestion and lubrication rather than there is evidence that the physiological response is absent or markedly diminished. A major clinical criteria which could distinguish different subgroups of arousal disorder, focuses on which stimuli (if any) are effective. The majority of women with arousal concerns report lack of sexual arousal to any stimulus—be it reading something erotic, pleasuring the partner, receiving oral, breast, genital stimulation, or engaging in intercourse. They may focus particularly on their lack of subjective arousal and acknowledge some vaginal lubrication, or they may detect neither subjective arousal nor genital changes. A completely different subgroup of women retain their ability to be aroused by various stimuli and report only the loss of their genital responsivity such that genital touch and intercourse are now minimally arousing [20]. The new definition for that latter subtype of disorder is “genital arousal disorder” [1]. Despite the subtyping of different arousal disorders, each is of variable etiology—even genital arousal disorder is proving to be heterogeneous [20].

The definition of vaginismus has proven problematic as there is no evidence that either the superficial or deep pelvic muscles or the smooth muscle of the vaginal wall itself exhibits any muscular “spasm” [21]. Reflexive tightening of various muscles, including pelvic, abdominal, thigh and even those of the jaws, hands and feet, may occur with intercourse attempts in some women. Fear and avoidance typically occur—the latter often with a phobic quality, along with the expectation and experience of pain as the penis (or dildo or fingers) pushes against the introitus surrounded by reflexively tightened muscles. A major difficulty with the syndrome of vaginismus is that the diagnosis cannot be made until some therapy has been given to facilitate a careful detailed introital and vaginal examination. Thus it is a presumed diagnosis until this examination is possible.

The definition of dyspareunia has been problematic in that the large number of women who have never been able to tolerate full vaginal entry...
of penis or dildo did not fit the previous category of dyspareunia, i.e., they did not experience pain with intercourse but with the failed attempt at intercourse.

Regarding the definition of orgasmic dysfunction, there has been difficulty in that many women with minimal arousal (and therefore as expected, no orgasm) are mistakenly diagnosed as having orgasmic disorder [22]. There needs to be clarity that the woman reports high levels of sexual arousal and excitement, which invoke a need for orgasmic release that cannot be achieved.

Proposed Definitions of Women’s Sexual Dysfunction Based on Evidence in Table 1 [1]

Women’s Sexual Interest/Desire Disorder. There are absent or diminished feelings of sexual interest or desire, absent sexual thoughts or fantasies and a lack of responsive desire. Motivations (here defined as reasons/incentives) for attempting to have sexual arousal are scarce or absent. The lack of interest is considered to be beyond the normative lessening with life cycle and relationship duration [1].

Subjective Sexual Arousal Disorder. Absence of or markedly diminished feelings of sexual arousal (sexual excitement and sexual pleasure) from any type of sexual stimulation. Vaginal lubrication or other signs of physical response still occur.

Combined Genital and Subjective Arousal Disorder. Absence of or markedly diminished feelings of sexual arousal (sexual excitement and sexual pleasure) from any type of sexual stimulation as well as complaints of absent or impaired genital sexual arousal (vulval swelling, lubrication) [1].

Genital Sexual Arousal Disorder. Complaints of absent or impaired genital sexual arousal. Self-report may include minimal vulval swelling or vaginal lubrication from any type of sexual stimulation and reduced sexual sensations from caressing genitalia. Subjective sexual excitement still occurs from nongenital stimuli [1].

Persistent Sexual Arousal Disorder. Previously considered extremely rare, the complaint of intrusive spontaneous genital throbbing unrelieved with orgasm is being increasingly encountered in clinical practice. Therefore, the Committee proposed the following provisional definition.

Spontaneous intrusive and unwanted genital arousal (e.g., tingling, throbbing, pulsating) in the absence of sexual interest and desire. Any awareness of subjective arousal is typically but not in variably unpleasant. The arousal is unrelieved by one or more orgasms and the feelings of arousal persist for hours or days [1].

Women’s Orgasmic Disorder. Despite the self-report of high sexual arousal/excitement, there is either lack of orgasm, markedly diminished intensity of orgasmic sensations or marked delay of orgasm from any kind of stimulation [1].

Vaginismus. The persistent or recurrent difficulties of the woman to allow vaginal entry of a penis, a finger, and/or any object, despite the woman's expressed wish to do so. There is often (phobic) avoidance and anticipation/fear/experience of pain, along with variable involuntary pelvic muscle contraction. Structural or other physical abnormalities must be ruled out/addressed [1].

Dyspareunia. Persistent or recurrent pain with attempted or complete vaginal entry and/or penile vaginal intercourse [1].

The Importance of Sexual Context in Women’s Sexual Function and Dysfunction

Dysfunction may be associated with medical disease, e.g., neurological conditions affecting the autonomic nervous system [23], with pharmacological treatment, e.g., serotonergic antidepressants [24], with medical therapies, e.g., pelvic radiation, or with surgical procedures, e.g., radical hysterectomies for cancer of the cervix whereby damage to the autonomic nerves between the bladder and anterior vaginal wall is possible [25]. Interestingly, epidemiological studies do not show high correlation between women’s sexual dysfunction and medical problems in general [26].

Dysfunction may also be associated with past or current psychological factors that may have influenced psychosexual development. Interestingly, despite medical factors, mood and psychological entities may more strongly correlate with sexual dysfunction. This has been shown to be true for women with diabetes [27], and women with gynecological surgery [28]. It is possible women have variable proneness to sexual excitement and to sexual inhibition that is genetically and/or societally programmed. Early research is suggesting women have more proneness to sexual inhibition than do men [29]. This inhibition may be more about possible untoward consequences of sexual behavior (including pregnancy) than about fear of sexual failure [29]. Finally, dysfunction may be
largely related to contextual factors—evidence of something psychologically or biologically amiss with the woman herself, being absent. Her sexual "dysfunction" is logical and adaptive [12,29]. It is nevertheless possibly highly distressing to her. It is therefore strongly recommended that in addition to considering which aspects of response are dysfunctional and causing distress, clinicians also routinely note the presence of associated factors:

1. predisposing factors in the woman’s past affecting her psychosexual development;
2. precipitating and perpetuating factors in the current context which are disrupting to, and/or consequences of her sexual difficulties; and
3. past and present medical/surgical entities.

If phase(s) of the sex response cycle are the only major criteria governing the diagnosis of dysfunction, scientific proof of benefit of therapeutic intervention will be unlikely—put very simply, medication, for instance, will not ameliorate a problematic context.

Thus the recommended descriptors form part of the diagnostic framework. They include not only generalized or situational, acquired or lifelong, and the degree of distress, but in addition, the presence or absence of relevant factors in the woman's developmental history, the current societal and interpersonal context, as well as past and present medical factors.

### Diagnosis of Women's Sexual Dysfunction

A comprehensive medical and psychosocial history is necessary. For optimal assessment and management, both partners are seen together and separately—the latter necessary for assessing the past psychosocial development and previous sexual experiences, as well as assessing the sexual response with self-stimulation—see Table 2 for the components of a comprehensive sexual, medical, biopsychosocial history.

Figure 4 Parts 1 and 2 show how the detailed sexual enquiry will point to the dysfunctions that are present.

### Conclusion

The recently convened International Committee has recommended a number of fundamental changes to the existing definitions of women's sexual disorders. Given contextual factors are often relevant, possibly compounding intrapsychological factors, it is recommended that additional descriptors be given within the diagnostic framework. These relate to psychosocial development, current context (sexual, societal, interpersonal), and medical status. Arousal disorders are subdivided by noting if any sexual stimuli are subjectively arousing. When only genital stimulation is problematic, genital arousal disorder is diagnosed.

### Table 2  Components of a comprehensive sexual, medical, psychosocial history

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Biological</th>
<th>Psychosocial</th>
<th>Sexual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>current general health</td>
<td>current mood, mental health</td>
<td>the sexual difficulties in her own words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present context</td>
<td>medications/substance abuse, fatigue, presence of non-sexual pain</td>
<td>nature and duration of current relationship. Societal values/ beliefs impacting the sexual problems</td>
<td>context when activity is attempted—type of sexual stimulation, the woman’s feelings toward her partner, safety and privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(precipitating/</td>
<td>past medical history</td>
<td>particularly for lifelong problems—developmental history, including relationships with caregivers, siblings; traumas, and losses.</td>
<td>past sexual experiences alone and partnered, wanted, coercive, abusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintaining)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset (precipitating)</td>
<td>medical, psychiatric details at time of onset of sexual problems</td>
<td>psychosocial circumstances including relationship at time of onset of sexual problems</td>
<td>sexual details at onset of dysfunctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full picture of her</td>
<td>details re effects of medical condition on sexual activity, e.g., cardiac compromise</td>
<td>personality factors including control issues, ability to express non-sexual emotions</td>
<td>rest of the sexual response cycle including pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current sexual response</td>
<td>partner’s medical health</td>
<td>partner’s mood and mental health, partner’s reaction to sexual problems</td>
<td>partner’s sexual response cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of the partner</td>
<td>regarding medical issues</td>
<td>regarding psychosocial issues</td>
<td>regarding sexual difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(precipitating/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintaining)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted with permission from Basson et al. [2].
When all stimuli fail to elicit subjective sexual arousal, combined or subjective arousal disorder is considered—the latter diagnosed when there is some awareness of genital responding (lubrication). The diagnosis of desire/interest disorder rests on an absence of desire at any stage during the sexual experience and comorbidity with combined and subjective arousal disorder is usual. Vaginismus and dyspareunia are still defined as separate entities despite the frequent clinical overlap.
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